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To ?till, 7th-On, it in?tity concern. 
Be it known that I, SAMUEL McMILLEN, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Pitts 
burg, in the county of Allegheny and State of 

5 Pennsylvania, have invented or discovered cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Planers, 
Of which improvements the following is a speci 
fication. 
The invention described herein relates to 

to certain improvements in slotting attachments 
for planers, and has for its object a construc 
tion of mechanism whereby a reciprocating 
bar or slotting tool-carrier may be secured to 
the Saddle of a planer and operated by or from 

15 an independent motor or the usual operating 
devices of a planer. 
The invention is hereinafter more fully de 

scribed and claimed. 
In the accompanying drawings, forming a 

2O part of this specification, Figure 1 is a front 
elevation of a planer having my improvement 
applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of 
the same. Fig. 3 is a side elevation, on an 
enlarged Scale, illustrating the slotting attach 

25 ment and its operating mechanism. Fig. 4 is 
a front elevation of the parts shown in Fig. 
3. Fig. 5 is a view in elevation of the belt 
shifting mechanism. Fig. 6 is a side eleva 
tion of the same. Fig. 7 is a sectional eleva 

30 tion of the reversing mechanism for the belt 
shifter. Fig. 8 is a view similar to Fig. 1, 
illustrating a modification of my improve 
ment. Figs. 9 and 10 are elevations of oppo 
site sides of the construction shown in Fig. 8. 

35 Fig. 11 is a sectional plan view of such con 
struction. Fig. 12 is a sectional detailed view 
of a portion of the frictional feed mechanism. 
Figs. 13 and 14 are detailed views of the feed 
pinion and its pawl; and Figs. 15 and 16 are 

4o detailed views, in section and elevation, of a 
modification of the frictional feed mechanism. 

In the practice of my invention the planer 
is constructed in the usual or any suitable 
manner as regards the reciprocating bed 1, 

45 the uprights 2, the adjustable cross-head 3, 
and the mechanism for operating the cross 
head and bed. As is customary, one or more 
Saddles 4 are movably mounted upon the 
cross-head, said saddles being adapted to sup 

5 port and hold the tool-rests, &c. In apply 
ing my slotting attachment the tool-rest is 
removed from the saddle 4 and a plate 5 is 

bolted thereto. This plate or bed 5 is pro 
vided with suitable guideways for the rack 
bar 6, which is provided at its lower end with 
suitable means whereby a slotting-tool may 
be attached. The vertical reciprocation of 
the bar 6 is effected by a pinion 7 on a shaft 
mounted in bearings 8 on the plate 5 and hav 
ing secured thereon a gear-wheel 9, inter 
meshing with a pinion 10 on a shaft 11. As 
shown, this shaft 11 is mounted at its ends in 
bearings 12, secured upon the cross-head 3, 
So as to move there with, and the pinion 10 is 
so secured to the shaft as to be free to move 
along the same while rotating therewith. A 
pinion 13 is keyed to the shaft 11 and inter 
meshes with a similar pinion 14 on a counter 
shaft carrying a beveled gear 15, intermesh 
ing with a beveled pinion 16, journaled in a 
bracket 17, and adapted to be driven by a ver 
tical shaft 18, the connection between the bev 
eled pinion 16 and the shaft 18 being such as 
to permit the pinion to slide along the shaft, 
but to rotate therewith. The lower end of 
the shaft 18 is provided with a beveled pinion 
19, intermeshing with a corresponding pinion 
20 on the shaft 21. The shaft 21 can be driven 
in any suitable manner-as, for example, by 
means of belts-as shown. On the shaft 21 
are mounted two pairs of pulleys 22 and 23, 
one pulley of each pair being loosely mount 
ed, as is customary in planers. These pulleys 
are adapted to be driven in opposite direc 
tions by cross-belts from any suitable motor, 
as is the practice; but any other suitable 
means whereby a reversal of the rotation of 
the shaft 21 can be effected may be employed. 
When employing the driving mechanism 

shown, a reversal of the movement of the parts 
is effected by shifting one of the belts from 
the fast to the loose pulley and the other belt 
from a loose to a fast pulley by suitable belt 
shifting mechanism operated by suitable 
means at the end of certain predetermined 
movements of the rack or tool bar of the slot 
ting device. A suitable construction to this 
end is shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 and consists 
of a worm on the shaft 21 engaging with a 
worm-wheel 25 on a vertical shaft 26. On 
this shaft are mounted arms 27 and 27", ad 
justable as regards their angular relation to 
each other and provided with pins 28, pro 
jecting downwardly and adapted to strike 
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against the pin 29 on an arm 30, projecting 
from the sleeve 31, surrounding the shaft 26. 
To this sleeve is secured an arm 32, having 
its outer end connected to belt-shifting inlech 
anisian of any suitable form or construction 
whereby the belts may be moved from the 
fast to the loose pulleys, and Vice versa. It 
will be readily understood by those skilled in 
the art that by changing the angular relation 

Jo of the arms 27 and 27" a greater or less move 
ment can be imparted to the reciprocating 
rack or tool bar 6 before reversal occurs. 

In order to effect a lateral feed of the sad 
{lles and the parts carried thereby, a pinion 
33 is secured on the counter-shaft carrying 
the beveled gear 15 and intermeshes with a 
gear-wheel 34, which is loosely mounted on a 
hub 35 between disks 36 and 37, carried by 
the hub, the latter being loosely mounted on 

2 o a counter-shaft 38, as shown in Figs. 12 and 
15. The pressure, and consequently the fric 
tional engagement of these disks with the 
gear-wheel 34, is regulated by means of nuts 
screwing on the hub to force the disks more or 
less tightly against the body of the gear-wheel. 
A pinion 39 is carried by the hub 35 and in 
termeshes with gear-wheel 40, loosely mount 
ed on a counter-shaft, carried by the cross 
head. This gear-wheel is adapted to inter 

3O mesh with a pinion 41, having a pawl-and 
ratchet engagement with a hub 42, which is 
adapted to be placed upon the angular ends 
of the threaded shafts 43 and 44, whereby the 
interal movement of the saddles 4 on the 
cross-head is effected. As shown in Figs. 13 
and 14, the pinion 41 is loosely mounted on 
the hub 42, but can be locked thereto by a 
reversible pawl 61. These shafts 43 and 44, 
together with the shaft 45, whereby a verti 

4O cal feed of the ordinary tool-head can be ef 
fected, are arranged, as clearly shown in Figs. 
3 and 10, in the arc of a circle whose center 
corresponds with the center of rotation of the 
gear-wheel 40, so that said gear-wheel may 
be employed for Operating any one of these 
respective shafts by shifting the hub 42 with 
its pinion 41 onto the end of the shaft to be 
Operated. In order to limit the lateral feed 
in ovement of the saddles, an arm 46 is se 

5o cured to a bracket on the cross-head and pro 
jects into the paths of movement of stops 47, 
carried by the disk 36 and adjustably mounted 
thereon. When one or the other of these 
stops comes into contact with the arm 46, 
the movement of the disk and the hub carry 
ing the same will be checked, while the gear 
wheel 34 will be free to rotate between them. 
As the pinion 41 has a pawl-and-ratchet en 
gagement with the hub 42, the shaft carry 

Go ing said pinion and hub will be fed only when 
the pinion is rotated in One direction, so 
that a step-by-step feed of the saddles can 
be effected. By shifting the arm 46 out of 
the path of movement of the stops any de 
sired rotation of the shafts 43, 44, and 45 can 
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be had, thus utilizing power-driven mechan 
isin fol' shifting the saddles or tools carried 
the rely. 

In lieu of employing an independent motor 
for driving the slotting attachment and the 
Saddle-adjusting mechanism the power mech 
anism employed for operating the planer-bed 
can be utilized for that purpose, as shown in 
Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11. To this end the arm 
32. On the sleeve 31 is detachably connected 
to the ordinary belt-shifting mechanism of a 
planer-bed, said mechanism being also con 
nected to the rod 48, employed for transmit 
ting motion from the planer-bed to the belt 
shifting mechanism. As shown in Figs. 10 
and 11, the shaft 49, on which the two pairs 
of fast and loose pulleys are arranged, is con 
nected by beveled pinions 19 and 20 with the 
vertical shaft 18, through which the slotting 
attachment is driven, by the mechanism here 
in before described. The shaft 49 extends 
across the planer under the bed and has a pin 
ion 50 loosely mounted on the shaft, but 
adapted to be connected with the shaft by a 
clutch mechanism 51 when it is desired to op 
erate the bed 1. This pinion intermeshes 
with a gear-wheel 52 on a shaft which forms 
a portion of the mechanism usually employed 
for reciprocating the planer-bed. 
A bevel-pinion 53 is keyed to the shaft 49 

and intermeshes with a similar pinion on the 
counter-shaft 54, which is provided with a 
worm intermeshing with the worm-wheel 55 
on the vertical shaft 56. This shaft is con 
nected by beveled pinions 57 with a counter 
shaft, 58. On which is keyed the hub of disk 
59, arranged between two clamping-plates 36 
and 37. One of which, as 36, is provided with 
a peripheral flange and with a hub 35, loosely 
mounted on the hub of the disk 59. The disk 
37 fits within the flange of the plate or disk 
36, and the disk 59 is clamped more or less 
tightly between the plates or disks 36 and 37 
by adjusting the latter by an annular screw 
60, Operating in threaded sockets formed par 
tially in the periphery of the disk 37 and the 
flange on the disk 36, as shown in Fig. 15. A 
pinion 39 is keyed on the hub of the disk 36 
and intermeshes with the pinion 40, engaging 
in turn pinion 41. As heretofore described, 
the pinion 41 has a pawl-and-ratchet engage 
ment with a hub 42, adapted to be placed on 
(either one of the shafts 43, 44, or 45, thus 
enabling either one of the shafts to be power 
driven in either direction by reversal of the 
position of the belts and the pawl 61. As 
shown in FigS. 13 and 14, the pawl 61 is so 
mounted in the hub 42 that by drawing it 
outwardly a short distance it can be reversed, 
the tooth on the pawl and those on the pinion 
being SO shaped as to operate in the desired 
manner with the pawl in either position. 

I claim herein as my invention 
1. A planer having in combination a bed, a 

cross-head, a saddle mounted on the cross-head, 
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a guide-plate removably mounted on the sad 

d 

25 

dle, a tool-bar, mounted on the guide-plate 
and njeans for reciprocating the tool-bar, a 
portion of such means being carried by the 
guide-plate, substantially as set forth. 

2. A planer having in combination a bed, 
means for reciprocating the bed, a saddle 
mounted on the cross-head, a guide-plate re 
movably mounted on the saddle, a tool-bar 
mounted on the guide-plate, and connections 
from the bed-operating means for reciprocat 
ing the tool-bar, a portion of said operating 
connections being carried by the guide-plate, 
substantially as set forth. 

3. A planer having in combination a bed, a 
cross-head, a saddle movably mounted on the 
cross-head, a guide-plate removably secured 
to the saddle, a tool-bar mounted on the guide 
plate, a threaded shaft for shifting the saddle, 
mechanism for reciprocating the tool-bar, a 
portion of such mechanism being carried by 
the guide-plate, and connections from such 
mechanism for imparting a step-by-step move 
E. to the threaded shaft, substantially as set 
forth. 

4. A planer having in combination a bed, a 
cross-head, two or more saddles movably 
mounted on the cross-head, a guide-plate se 
cured to one of the cross-heads, a reciprocat 
ing tool-bar mounted in the guide-plate, Sad 
dle-adjusting shaftsmounted on the cross-head 

3. 

with their axes in the arc of a circle, a power 
driven gear-wheel having its axis coinciding 
with the center of the circle passing through 
the shafts, a pinion intermeshing with said 
gear-wheel and adapted to be reversibly se 
cured to any one of the shafts, and means for 
reciprocating the tool-bar, a portion of said 
means being carried by the guide-plate, sub 
stantially as set forth. 

5. A planer having in combination a bed, a 
cross-head, a saddle mounted on the cross-head, 
a guide-plate removably secured to the saddle, 
a tool-bar mounted in the guide-plate, driven 
mechanism for moving the tool-bar and auto 
matic means for changing the direction of 
movement of the tool-bar, substantially as set 
forth. 

6. A planer having in combination a bed, a 
cross-head, a saddle mounted on the cross-head, 
a guide-plate secured to the saddle, a tool-bar 
mounted on the guide-plate, means for recip 
rocating the tool-bar, a portion of such means 
being carried by the guide-plate and automatic 
means for shifting the saddle and tool-bar 
along the cross-head, substantially asset forth. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand. 

SAMUEL, MCMILLEN. 
Witnesses: 

DARWIN S. WOLCOTT, 
F. E. GAITHER. 
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